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Recorded settlements from the DLR tunnels to Bank

A. R.Umney & G. R. Heath
GMaunsell & Partners, Béckenham, UK

Abstract: The prediction of ground settlement due to tunnel construction is now a necessary part of
the design function. Whilst reasonable predictions of surface settlement can be made, the prediction
of building settlement, especially thosewith deep foundations and underground structures is more
difficult. Using the accepted method of prediction at the surface by lowering the surface to foundation
level exaggerates the prediction and pre-supposes that the building will settle more than the ground
surface.

Whilst the monitoring results described in these pages were for a specific reason i.e. to predict the
effects on existing tunnels, the _results together with additional data recorded on the Jubilee Line
construction in the 1970’s have been used to derive a formula for the prediction of ground settlement
at all levels and is described by Heath & West (1996).

1. INTRODUCTION drives, the overrun tunnel drive together with the
step-plate enlargement and finally the remainder

The Bill to extend the railway to Barik was
deposited in Parliament in November 1985 and"
Royal Assent obtained in December 1986. The
extension of about 1.6km began near Leman
Street E1,_ east of Tower Gateway terminus, then
ran in tunnel beneath Tower Hill, Byward Street,
Eastcheap and King William Street to a terminus
at Bank beneath the Northern Line platforms.
The 1.2 kilometer twin tunnel ran almost wholly
under streets at depths of up to 42111.

A design and cdnstruct contract was let to
Edmund Nuttall in\'1987 with G Maunsell &
Partners as their designer. ' This included
predictions of settlement and damage to
buildings and to the existing Northern Line
facilities. Maunsell also assisted Nuttall at site
with establishment of settlement surveys and the
recording of settlements incurred.

2. DESCRIPTION OF TUNNELLING WORKS

The tunnelling work required for the extension
of the DLR to Bank Station was extensive and
varied. In broad terms the tunnel construction

could be divided into four categories. These were
the running tunnel drives, the station tunnel

of the tunnel construction necessary to form the
station access shafts, passages and ancillary
rooms.

The running tunnels which were 4.89m I.D.
were driven consecutively from the portal at
Royal Mint Street approximately twelve months
apart. The tunnels were excavated using an open
faced shield with a backacter. The linings
consisted of precast concrete segmental rings
which were bolted from the portal at Royal Mint
Street to the Tower of London because of lack of

clay cover and expanded for the remainder. The
station tunnels which were 7.00m I.D. were
excavated using the modified open faced shield
used in the running tunnels with the backacter.
The linings were _precast concrete bolted
segments.

3. SETTLEMENT MONITORING

The contract required that all structures both
above and below ground, were monitored on a
regular basis.

Special monitoring works were carried out at
the Gresham Club in Abchurch Lane off King
William Street and_ at the Tower Hill Wine



Vaults in Byward Street. This work was carried
out to record ground movement at depth, prior
to undermining the Northern Line tunnels.

The monitoring work at the Gresham Club
consisted of the boring of two probe holes and
the insertion of ‘two probes. The settlement of
the probes relative to a steel beam was recorded
on LVDT’s on an hourly basis. The steel
reference beam was monitored by precise
levelling twice a day.

The probes monitored the movement of the
ground above the W/B DLR station tunnel drive
at approximately the crown and invert level of
the existing Northern Line station tunnels. This
was in order /to predict the settlement of the
existing station tunnels and their likely distortion
during the succeeding E/B DLR station drive.

A similar exercise was carried out at the Wine

Vaults to monitor the ground movements due to
the driving of the W/B running tunnel of the
DLR. The opportunity- was taken to increase the
number of probes dueto the ideal site conditions
to five. The resulting recorded ground
movements assisted in predicting the likely
settlement of Northern Line running tunnels
under which the DLR running tunnels would
pass.
Finally it was necessary to monitor the

Monument Escalator to minimise settlement.
This was achieved by precise levelling of the
upper and lower trusses and by reference to a
weighted wire stretched between the' upper and
lower- trusses. The recorded movements were
counteracted by jacking the trusses to minimise
differential settlement.

4. GRESHAM CLUB PROBE RESULTS

Figure 1 shows the relationship of the probes
with the W/B station tunnel. Figure 2 shows the
plot of the relative settlement of the probes .to
datum and Figure 3 shows the plot of the total
settlement including the datum steelwork of the
upper and lower probe.

Points to note on Figure 2 are that the lower
probe showed positive readings to start with as
the datum settled before the probe did and that
the difference in settlement between the upper
and lower probe was 11.51'111T1.

The total settlement of the lower probe shown
on Figure 3 is 32mm, i.e. an increase of 13mm on
the 19mm recorded by the probe and the total
settlement of. the upper probe was 20.5mm.

A point of interest is the relative level of the
probes to datum during week 82 while the datum

continues to settle. During this period the relative
level is constant implying that the ground above
the tunnel is settling at a constant rate. A-reason
that could be given for this is that the crown o_f
the tunnel has fallen as the load is applied,
commonly known as squat.
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Using the value of the settlement recorded on
road point 252 which lay above the centre line of
the station turmel and therefore could be taken
to be a maximum i.e. 16mm and assuming a
normal probability curve with k = 0.5 the volume
loss due to ground movement was calculated to
be 1.8% of the face area. A half trough volume
of 0.9% was calculated from the recorded
readings on a number of settlement points. See
Figure 4. From Figure 3 it can be seen' that the
lower probe settled 17mm before the face
reached it, 10mm more until its movement
ceased and 5mm while its movement relative to
the upper probe was constant. The datum settled
a further 2mm after the data loggers were
removed- and therefore we do not know what
effect that had on the probes.
The volume loss due to ground movement is

usually expressed as a percentage of the
excavated face area per metre run of tunnel and
is known as the equivalent face loss (EFL). The
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volume loss is made up of three increments, the
movement of the face as excavation proceeds, the
movement of the surrounding ground towards the
tunnel as the shield passes due to the void
created by the cutting bead, known as
circumferential movement and the ground
movement above the tunnel as the tunnel squats
under overburden load.

The 17m1n movement of the lower probe
described above’ was just over half of the total
movement recorded. Therefore the volume loss
attributable to the face could be said to be 1% of
the total face area. The 10mm recorded during
the passage of the shield represented 0.6% of the
total face area and correlated with the void
created by the 20mm steering bead which was
calculated to be 0.7% of the face area. The
remaining 5mm recorded movement due to the
tunnel crown falling represented 0.2% of the
total face area. The additional 2mm recorded on
the surface datum could be due to consolidation
of the ground.

Similar results were obtained analysing the data
recorded at the Wine Vaults, (See section 5).
Face loss- was again approximately half of the
total settlement recorded, at 1.2% of the face
area based on the surface settlement. The
circumferential loss at 0.8% of the face area
correlated with a bead void of 0.9% of the face
area.

5. TOWER HILL WINE VAULTS PROBE
RESULTS

The location of the probes at the Wine Vaults
is shown relative to the tunnel on Figure 5.

This latter figure also gives the magnitude of
the recorded settlement and an approximate
assessment of contours of equal ground
movement. Using the values pf settlement for the
lower three probes a" volume loss of
approximately 1.5% of the face area can be
estimated. This equivalent face loss does not
correlate with that calculated from the maximum

surface settlement readings on the centre line of
the tunnel which with K = 0.5 gave an equivalent
face loss of 2.35 %. The reason for this difference
could be either that the k value taken was too
high or that additional settlement occurred on
the surface due to the proximity of the District
Line cut and cover tunnels or the consolidation
of the disturbed gravels and fill under the
dynamic loading of road traffic.
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The reduced volume loss reduces the equivalent
face losses quoted in the previous section but
does not change their relative values. Figure 6
shows the total settlement plotted against time. It
is interesting to note that two of the probes at
different depths settled at a constant' rate relativeto one another. '
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6. RECORDED SETTLEMENTS OF
MONUMENT ESCALATOR AND EN ABLING
MEASURES 'TO LIMIT DIFFERENTIAL
SETTLEMENT

The escalator serving as an interchange between'
the District Line station at Monument and Bank
station on the Northern Line was old and the cast

iron -guides on the upper truss were susceptible to
damage. It was therefore' required to limit
differential settlement to 3mm between supports
throughout its length.

In order to .achieve this it was necessary to
stiffen up the truss and create jacking pockets at
points of support.

The monitoring was carried out by levelling the
upper and lower trusses and by means of a
weighted wire hung between the upper and lower
trusses in catenary.

Because the upper truss acted as the braking
resistance \to the escalator moving parts it was
not possible to place it on jacks. 'Therefore only
the incline and lower trusses were supported on
jacks. The trusses were freed from all restraint
and -the points of' support raised/lowered as
necessary to reduce differential settlement.

The maximum settlement was predicted to
occur when the E/B DLR running tunnel drive
was excavated immediately below the LMC. As
this did not occur until later on in the contract
the enabling works were not complete by the
time the W/B running tunnel drive reached the
W/B station shield chamber. The excavation for
the W/B running tunnel did not affect the LMC
of the Monument escalator but did cause the
UMC to settle 11mm and the inclined shaft by
proportional amounts. This was well within the
3mm differential allowed between supports.

When the E/ B running tunnel was driven under
the escalator on completion of the E/B drive
twelve months later, the UMC settled a further
18mms, and the LMC recorded settlements of
31mm. However as the lower truss was raised
13mm and the inclined truss by proportional
amounts the status quo was maintained.

The final results are shown in figure 7. The
fixed stair was monitored throughout and the
recorded settlements were 31mm at the top and
37mm at the bottom.
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